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Octanox Token provides virtual economy and virtual activity infrastructure. Octanox running on WAVES blockchain that allow easy, cheap, fast, and secure transaction, what is WAVES? Waves is a decentralized financial trading platform written in Scala and built on its own blockchain with custom tokens being its main feature. Custom tokens, or ‘Custom Application Tokens’ (CATs for short), allow for a wide range of uses. They enable decentralized crowdfunding as well as transferring, trading and storing of fiat and digital currencies.

In essence, a custom token can represent any value assigned to it while being cryptographically secured through the Waves blockchain. A decentralized, manipulation-free voting system will allow projects built on top of the platform to communicate and make decisions hand in hand with their community. Due to the distributed nature of Waves, a reputation system is on the roadmap whose function will be to assign a certain reputation score to an account based on its network activity and other parameters.

- Quoted from waveswiki.org.

Octanox focused on multiple platforms that would be used for virtual economy and virtual activities. Octanox is a revolutionary new way to make transactions online. Our unique platform prevents any interference to Octanox. Our platforms support virtual activity and virtual economy. Octanox is a solution to a growing problem, and would be focused on many virtual sectors to make virtual transactions safer and more comfortable.

Nowadays people in some countries having problem with banking. This is quite common in Asian countries. This is a good opportunity for Octanox to give the people in these countries a crucial service. Octanox will participate on other sector, like the android gaming sector, while providing crucial Blockchain education to users.
INTRODUCTION

Octanox is an innovative, secure, decentralized and low transaction cost payment system. The payment solution network is built using the cutting-edge cryptocurrency technologies. Octanox offers solutions for faster transactions and unique technology model provided by Waves and using less energy than Bitcoin, which in turn, makes it more environmentally friendly to our planet. The greatest difference Octanox and Bitcoin is that Octanox not mineable as Bitcoin. The Octanox development team consists of highly skilled professionals, who are always thinking of innovative ways to develop Octanox into the best payment system available in the cryptocurrency field. With their experience and skills, there is a major possibility of Octanox growing into something to compete with Bitcoin.

Everything in the twenty first century is turning digital, and we expect Octanox to be one of payment solution to solve security and transaction speed problem. If the trend remains, fiat currencies backed by government will be abandoned in favor of decentralized forms of monetary exchange. Octanox was founded in April 2017 with the aim of creating a polished, user-friendly and cohesive solution for businesses seeking a competitive edge from blockchain-based technology, as well as for everyday users to use to complete regular transactions amongst peers and merchants. Octanox has worked to smooth away some of the nascent technology’s rougher edges, refining it into a product ready for wide-scale deployment in global commercial and financial industries.

It solves many of the challenges that bitcoin faces, and it’s the perfect solution to turn heads in the skeptical financial markets. Previously a company wanting to use more than one or two advanced functions simultaneously would have had to navigate a mess of currencies, platform and protocols. This is time consuming, annoying, and requires unnecessary resources to go to waste. Now the best blockchain-based applications are available in one meticulously engineered platform. Octanox is the electronic currency for the future, and expect it will solve the many problems associated with regular currencies.
Even Octanox did not have a million-dollar ICO, the noble mission remains the same. The aim is to ensure that people are trained on blockchain technology using a fun approach to increase awareness. This will be done using android games as a medium. This is a feasible strategy because most people own a smartphone. This can be used as a gateway to increase the popularity of cryptocurrencies among the masses. Those gaming on the platform can donate to Octanox using the integrated OTXPay in the Webstore.

Even with little resources, the development team is sure Octanox could grow with its special project structure. Octanox is a dynamic project that one day it could support another sector. We expect Octanox will running and funded because it has a unique business structure and model.

Octanox designed to increase stability of the virtual economy with its low supply. As the demand for the product increases, the value of the cryptocurrency will rise because of the capped supply. This gives another option for users especially in areas where access to banking services is difficult. In regions like Asia, users can become their own bank using the decentralized system. The Octanox cap has been set at 8.5 million coins. This number is adequate enough to run the virtual economy the firm is trying to build. One thing to note is that Octanox will adhere to Shariah law to ensure that the service is interest free because a large population of the Asian continent are Muslims.
Custom Multi-Platform

Octanox supports many platforms running in different sectors of the virtual world and it is a major strength that it distinguishes traditional and electronic currencies. It is a complicated and tough process to integrate a coin into different areas and fields, and multiple platform currencies are indeed a rare sight. However, Octanox has bridged this gap and looks to forge onward with this advantage.

For consumers, the advantages of custom multiple platforms is that it reaps the full benefits of each platform, and you can save time and resources. Everything you need can be imported and exported between the unique and connected platforms, to satisfy all your needs. Our platforms designed to build stabilization for Octanox Economy even its resource limited. However, this limitation is temporary because this project is a long-term investment.
The roadmap gives details on what has happened and the milestones that have been set. The first step was the conceptualization of the idea. This was done by the founders who then went ahead to develop the alpha version of the Octanox blockchain. The platform chosen was the Waves platform because it provides greater customization than Bitcoin or Ethereum. A whitepaper was created to give technical details to enthusiasts who were willing to invest in Octanox. However, the planned ICO did not yield the required capital.

In response, the Octanox team has made some changes but still, retains the initial mission of becoming one of the top cryptocurrencies used in completing virtual transactions. However, crowdfunding will be done using other methods. The first is the creation of a unique game that could provide both education to potential users and generate revenue. The game, SurviviZ is an open world multiplayer game that requires the players to survive waves of zombie attacks. There are in-game purchases that can only be completed using Octanox.

Aside from the game, other aspects of the project will be developed. They include Lesfex, a cryptocurrency exchange that will provide Octanox with cross-platform convertibility. This is important to make the coins more liquid. The endearing factor is the low transaction fees of only 0.15 percent. Coupled with other features set to be implemented in the Octanox ecosystem, the firm will be able to get the required capital to proceed with the full launch of Octanox available to all users. It will initially start in Asia and slowly expand around the globe as the main virtual economy cryptocurrency.
The structure of the Octanox ecosystem is as follows. The blockchain is the most important part providing the platform where multiple business ventures will be launched. The OTX coins will be the cryptocurrency of choice for the Octanox ecosystem. Users will need to register for the Octanox e-wallet before they can make transactions in the e-ecosystem. Applying for the e-wallet will take only a few moments, and the money will be secured by security protocols embedded in the blockchain algorithms.

The next structure is the development of the exchange as well as the payment processing feature. The LesFex exchange will allow the cross-platform exchange of digital and fiat currencies to OTX coins that can be used in the ecosystem. Investors who wish to speculate can simply purchase these coins and hold them until the value increases in relation to other currencies. The supply of coins will be capped almost guaranteeing that the value will keep increasing as demand in the virtual world keeps increasing. The OTXpay is a payment processing platform that will allow the purchase of virtual items to be used in games. This can be used on any platform regardless of whether it is on Android or the Windows platform. This is made possible by blockchain pruning to ensure that the chain does not become too big for handheld devices like phones and laptops.

Additional projects will be launched like the Surviv. It will become the first game to use OTX coins to make purchases. Other game developers will be engaged to allow the use of the coins in their games. Softou will also use Octanox as the payment platform for its web-based services. Finally, the Octanox Foundation will be launched to ensure that the charitable roots of the business are used to make the world better. The money raised will be used for environmental and humanitarian purposes. This can also be used by other non-profit firms that seek to crowdfund charitable efforts.
Octanox will provide unique web wallet with smart features to make economy activity easier. It will use OTX as a ticker name, which looks modern and sleek, and attracts people to take a glance at it. A web wallet is really important to attract customers and consumers who may not be as technically advanced as many crypto users are. The GUI will have a sleek simple design that runs the crucial services in the background.

Web wallets offer a convenient way for consumers to store and use their Octanox. Regular people do not want to be burdened with complicated matters such as encryption and downloaded wallets. Octanox will help bridge the gap between technical diehards and those who do not use technology as much. We will offer a secure and encrypted wallet that be downloaded for those that value security. If you do not know how or do not want to, you can store your Octanox in an official web wallet sponsored by Octanox itself. This eliminates the need for consumers to provide a third-party e-wallets when they use the platform.

This is another huge advantage that Octanox will exploit to become a rival to the entrenched cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum. The web wallet would be provided on OctaGUI, and will have the necessary security features in place to prevent abuse and hacks. Things like two factor authentication and refreshing passwords will be available for those who want it, and ample precautions will be in place to ward off hackers and password crackers. The web wallet will be housed in its own website that will be accessible through the Octanox ICO thread as soon as the wallet is developed. The wallet will also be converted into an app for mobile users, as phones are a big part of the future.
OTXPay is a payment gateway that could be integrated with platforms to purchase virtual items, it would be integrated with softuo, SurviZ Webshop, SurviZ OTX deposit, and online shops. OTXPay transactions will be safe, secure and fast to make user comfortable and safe to purchase virtual stuffs. OTXPay requires some confirmations to process the purchases to make the transaction secure. OTXPay will be useful and we can say it as escrow robot because its automatic and smart system.

Octanox will proud to build partnership with merchants to use Octanox as currency. The role of OTXPay is very important for Octanox because it is the infrastructure between Octanox users and merchants. User can use softuo service to build an online shop and integrate it with OTXPay to accept payment in Octanox. Blockchain transactions are incorruptible, preventing any fraud from developing. This is why OTXPay designed as a bridge to make the transaction fair.
Lesfex is one of Octanox business branches that runs as cryptocurrency exchange. Lesfex has unique features for traders and cryptocurrency developers. We proudly present it as the first transparent cryptocurrency exchange that will use 100% listing fee for Lesfex marketing, and count the project as sponsor. Furthermore, sponsors will get unique features on Lesfex. For example, sponsors allowed to post press release maximum 2 press releases every month to share the news of their projects. The fees for taker and maker both only 0.15% which is pretty low, the future funding for Octanox development will be from Lesfex revenue, we expect the support from community to use Lesfex.
Surviz is the first blockchain 2D open world multiplayer survival game that will allow in game economy, players should survive the character from zombie apocalypse and survive from other players, player must find food, water and items to stay alive.

There are millions of users in the gaming world, so we have mission why we would be focused on Surviz development. We are targeting gamers for crypto market and we expect new cryptocurrency users. Besides providing fun Surviz will be one of crypto education bridges for new comers. Surviz is one of crypto education bridges to spread the words of Octanox and cryptocurrency, player could purchase items through Surviz shop and the purchases counted as donation for the project.

For first stage it will be available for Android and if the project running smoothly Surviz very possible to be available on other devices. Some of the features are:

-Thirsty and Hunger system

Player need to find foods by exploring the map items would be spread in the different places hunger indicator would be decreased as long the player online if the hunger status 0% it will decrease health of the character. Also, players need to find drinks to increase thirsty status on the indicator, if the thirsty status 0% it will decrease health of the character.
Random items spawn

Player need to find foods by exploring the map items would be spread in the different places hunger indicator would be decreased as long the player online if the hunger status 0% it will decrease health of the character. Also, players need to find drinks to increase thirsty status on the indicator, if the thirsty status 0% it will decrease health of the character.

- Backpack system

Looted items could be stored on backpack but it has maximum spaces and if player killed items would be dropped.

- Weapon system

Weapons are really rare because the city already messed by the zombie apocalypse, Ammo would be purchasable by using OTX on scheduled time and the amount limited, player should use weapon especially firearm wisely because ammo hard to find.

Useful items would be spread in different places, player can find bread for example, items would be respawned on scheduled time.
SurviZ gameplay is like the first generation of GTA San Andreas. Welcome to SurviZ, you should survive the zombie apocalypse with another player or against them to keep survive. The map still under construction also the gameplay is open world.
Random zombies spawn
Be careful survivors Zombies would be spawned randomly, keep your eyes and stay alive.

Trade zone
In this area player can’t hit each other because this is green zone, so players can trade items safely.

Unique Character
Choose your favorite character with different model and bring it to the zombie world, the character could be implemented with backpack and weapons, for next stage development it may implementable with unique accessories.

Looting System
Player should find useful items inside of building and around the map, find unique items to supports zombie survival.

Scheduled airdrop
Foods and random items would be spawned on scheduled time, players will get notification for airdrop and navigation would be appeared on screen, be wary of other players.

Web shop
Rare items with limited stock would be available on web shop to purchase by using OTX and any purchase would be counted as donation for the project, 50% OTX from purchase would be burned.

Features changeable it depends on situation we will announce it if there are changes for transparency.
Softuo is a web agency allied strategically with Octanox. Use our web design and development services, application development, online marketing, corporate identity, and so forth, happily paying with OTX. This is one of bridges to use octanox. From softuo users could pay the service to build website, online shop or online service to accept octanox and users can integrate their online service with OTXPay. If they are merchants, build your custom website with Softuo service, we are happy to test our limit.
Octanox Foundation supports Humanitarian and social activity. We really expect Octanox could running on many and different sectors to give benefits to everyone. We will control the Octanox Humanitarian funds for stabilization on market. More details will be provided soon we will put it on foundation.octanox.org
Even the result from the ICO not big we don’t want to give up for Octanox. We want to build a business ecosystem that runs on Octanox. Our mission is a long-term mission to improve the lives of everyone who uses the system.

SurviZ and Lesfex are our strategy to get future funding for Octanox development, SurviZ expected to earn revenue from mobile advertising and soon it may accept donation in Bitcoin to get in game unique items beside we accept Octanox as payment for donation. SurviZ shop will accept Octanox but 50% would be burned and the rest would be spent for project, and take a note that any purchase would be counted as donation.